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Determining the indoor location is usually performed by using several sensors. Some of these sensors are fixed to a known location
and either transmit or receive information that allows other sensors to estimate their own locations. The estimation of the location
can use information such as the time-of-arrival of the transmitted signals, or the received signal strength, among others. Major
problems of indoor location include the interferences caused by the many obstacles in such cases, causing among others the signal
multipath problem and the variation of the signal strength due to the many transmission media in the path from the emitter to the
receiver. In this paper, the creation and usage of perfect sequences that eliminate the signal multipath problem are presented. It also
shows the influence of the positioning of the fixed sensors to the precision of the location estimation. Finally, genetic algorithms
were used for searching the optimal location of these fixed sensors, therefore minimizing the location estimation error.
1. Introduction
The GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers work well in
line-of-sight (LOS) conditions, meaning they cannot be used
in an indoor scenario or locations in which there is limited
LOS to the GPS satellites. Current GPS outdoor location
accuracy is around 3 meters and is too high for most home
automation purpose tasks. Additionally a GPS signal cannot
be caught clearly in indoor scenarios.
The type and quality ofmeasurements have a considerable
effect on the performance of a positioning algorithm in a
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). Different types of mea-
surements have been considered in the literature [1] for the
positioning problem, for example, received signal strength
(RSS), angle-of-arrival (AOA), time-of-arrival (TOA), and
time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA). The application of such
techniques can be found in [2].
Since designing an estimator for the positioning problem
strongly depends on themodel of measurements, it is of great
importance to use an accurate model for measurements. The
sensor nodes can be either stationary or moving. They might
also be able tomakemore than one type ofmeasurement. Our
project started with RSS-based measurement because it is the
only accepted measurement that does not suffer from NLOS
conditions. Our real scenario work instance is a building with
a considerable set of walls where a wireless sensor should be
able to locate itself.
The performance of communication systems using Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and Orthogonal Fre-
quencyDivisionMultipleAccess (OFDMA) is directly related
to the coding sequence they use. These sequences should
have a perfect autocorrelation and excellent cross-correlation
properties for synchronization or code detection in noisy
environments. The importance of code detection accuracy
in these coding sequences becomes evident when they are
applied in WSN environments that have much interference.
In this paper, the general issue of implementing an
accurate Indoor Positioning System (IPS) will be tackled,
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using a small TDM-CDMA (Time Division Multiplexing-
Code Division Multiple Access) distributed sensor network.
This IPS system will be implemented using low cost FM
(Frequency Modulation) transmitters and receivers.
Several sequences have been proposed and used in com-
munication and localization systems. In the third generation
of mobile communication (3G), Walsh-Hadamard sequences
are used inUMTS [3].This system has been further improved
in what is now called 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE), using
Zadoff-Chu sequences instead of the Walsh-Hadamard [3].
Another set of sequences, the Gold sequences, are currently
used in the Global Positioning System (GPS) for outdoor
localization [4]. Golay sequences are also widely considered
in many areas, including radar systems [5].
An analysis was performed by comparing the behavior
of novel OPDG (Orthogonal Perfect DFT Golay) codes to
the ZigBee codes (32-length Pseudo Noise code of a WSN),
demonstrating that OPDG codes have better correlation
properties. Afterwards, a scenario of an IPS is set up, and
the significance of using OPDG codes with better correlation
properties is presented. We start the paper by explaining the
intention of using a novel code family (OPDG), comparing
it to the well-known PN (Pseudo Noise) ZigBee codes.
Afterwards, a scenario of our IPS system is introduced, and
testing results are presented. To further improve the IPS
system, we introduce a genetic algorithm that helps us locate
the optimum FM transmitter placement positions within the
indoor scenario.
At the end, it is pointed out how the presented results
indicate that this system is a viable alternative to existing IPS
systems, with the additional advantage of its low implemen-
tation cost.
2. OPDG IPS Model
One of the major problems of wireless communication is
multipath interference (MPI). Transmission media, such as
wireless, can bounce off certain obstacles, taking multiple
paths to reach the receiver. Delays created by these obsta-
cles can cause interference in communication. Other inter-
ferences include the multicarrier interference, intersymbol
interference, and the multiple access interference. These
interferences can be reduced by using perfect sequences for
transmission [6]. The latter two interferences can be reduced
if those sequences are also orthogonal for any delay between
them [7].
Our task is to improve accuracy in IPS systems that use
wireless communication. In indoor wireless communication,
the use of code sequences that are resistant to multipath
interferences is vital to achieve accuracy, due to a large
number of obstacles present in the environment. We propose
the use of perfect sequences, whose correlation properties
render them immune to multipath interferences, as opposed
to commonly used coding sequences.
In this section, autocorrelation and cross-correlation
properties of coding sequences will be explained. Further on,
a comparison will be made between the widely used ZigBee
coding sequences and the novel OPDG sequences. Lastly, a
low cost IPS scenario will be set up and explained.
2.1. Autocorrelation and Cross-Correlation. A sequence is a
periodic sequence with a period 𝑀 when 𝑥(𝑛) = 𝑥(mod
(𝑛,𝑀)), where mod(𝑎, 𝑏) is the remainder of 𝑎 divided by 𝑏.
Let 𝑥[𝑛] with 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀 − 1 be one of the 𝑀
values of a periodic sequence 𝑥. The DFT (Discrete Fourier
Transform) of 𝑥[𝑛] is defined as










= exp(−𝑗2𝜋/𝑀), 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,𝑀 − 1, with 𝑗 =
√−1 for convenience of notation.The IDFT (Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform) of𝑋[𝑘] is then given by









Using (1) and (2), the periodic cross-correlation between































(𝑟) [𝑛] = IDFT {𝑋(𝑟)𝑋∗(𝑠)} , (4)
where the superscript ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
The autocorrelation of a periodic sequence can also be
calculated using (4), when 𝑟 = 𝑠.
When a periodic sequence has an autocorrelation of zero
for any nonzero delay, the sequence is said to be a perfect
sequence. Additionally, the two different sequences are called
orthogonal if the cross-correlation between them is zero for a
null delay. Because of these correlation properties, orthogonal
perfect sequences are ideal to be used in several applications,
such as radar systems, sonar systems, and communication
synchronization systems.
2.2. OPDG Code. Any sequence set with perfect or near-
perfect autocorrelation values, which is also orthogonal
or near-orthogonal, is a good candidate to be used in
asynchronous communication systems, such as DS-CDMA
(Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple Access), or any
other systemwhere the signal receptionmay be contaminated
by the multipath problem. Another important property for
the sequence set is the number of orthogonal sequences
available. The Gold sequences are a good example of a set of
sequences having these properties, since they have excellent
correlation properties while being possible to generate in
large numbers. For instance, it is possible to create 32
orthogonal Gold sequences with a length of 32. However,
sequences with low cross-correlation values usually have high
out-of-phase autocorrelation values. Likewise, low out-of-
phase autocorrelation values are usually achieved at the cost
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of higher cross-correlation values. A compromise between
these properties must be carefully selected for usage on a
CDMA-based communication system.
Golay sequences are bipolar complementary sequences.
Additionally, the autocorrelation of a single sequence of a
Golay pair is not zero with all non-null delays, for any length
𝐿 = 2
𝑁. However, the sum of the out-of-phase autocorrela-
tions of both sequences in the pair is zero. Therefore, Golay
sequences are not perfect sequences. Nevertheless, they are
interesting for their properties. A generic algorithm for Golay
sequence generation was presented by Budisin [8] as follows:
𝑎
0 [𝑘] = 𝛿 [𝑘] ,
𝑏
0 [𝑘] = 𝛿 [𝑘] ,
𝑎
𝑛 [𝑘] = 𝑎𝑛−1 [𝑘] + 𝑤𝑛𝑏𝑛−1 [𝑘 − 𝐷𝑛] ,
𝑎
𝑛 [𝑘] = 𝑎𝑛−1 [𝑘] − 𝑤𝑛𝑏𝑛−1 [𝑘 − 𝐷𝑛] ,
(5)





[𝑘] are the Golay sequences, 𝑤
𝑛
is a
generation seed (either 1 or −1), and𝐷
𝑛
is a delay (2𝑛−1).
An example of a Golay complementary sequence
of length 4 is the following pair: (+1, +1, +1, −1) and
(+1, +1, −1, +1). The amplitude of a Golay sequence 𝑎
𝑛
[𝑘] is
a constant value given by |𝑎
𝑛
[𝑘]| = 1.
It is well-known that any constant amplitude sequence,
defined in the frequency domain, corresponds to a perfect
sequence in the time domain.
Applying an IDFT to Golay sequences creates two new










It should be noted that it is possible to find the IDFT of
any sequence𝑋 using also a DFT, because
IDFT {𝑋 (𝑛)} = 1
𝑁
[DFT {𝑋∗(𝑛)}]∗ . (7)
The same sequences can be achieved by a recursive algo-
rithm as follows:
𝑎
0 [𝑘] = 𝐴,
𝑏
0 [𝑘] = 𝐴,
𝑎




𝑁 ⋅ 𝑏𝑛−1 [𝑘] ,
𝑏




𝑁 ⋅ 𝑏𝑛−1 [𝑘] ,
(8)
where 𝐴 is a constant signal or vector, 𝑊
𝐿
= exp(−𝑗2𝜋/𝐿),








as per (6) scaled by 𝐴 × 𝐿. They
can be on the same scale as (6) using 𝐴 = 1/𝐿, with 𝐿 = 2𝑁.
Several operations can be applied to theOPDG sequences
to generate different sequences. One can create a real code by
ignoring the imaginary part of the complex valued sequences
and keeping only the real part (Re{OPDG
𝑥
}). Likewise, one
can ignore the real part of the sequence and keep only the
imaginary part (Im{OPDG
𝑥
}). One can also add the real





It is also possible to apply a sign function to any of the
previous sequences. A sign function (Sgn(𝑥)) returns −1 to
negative inputs and 1 to positive ones. Another possibility
is to make a cyclic shift of the imaginary part of each code,
prior to the sum, thus generating 𝐿 − 1 new complex valued
sequences.
It is also possible to decode the original input value 𝐴,
from (8), back from the OPDG codes. A recursive decoding
method can be used as follows:
𝑎




𝑁 ⋅ {𝑎𝑛 [𝑘] + 𝑏𝑛 [𝑘]} ,
𝑏
𝑛−1 [𝑘] = 𝑎𝑛 [𝑘] − 𝑏𝑛 [𝑘] ,
(9)








that resulted from (8), and, as previously,𝑊
𝐿
= exp(−𝑗2𝜋/𝐿).





, a vector 𝐴󸀠 can be created by
𝐴
󸀠
[𝑘] = 𝑎0 [𝑘] + 𝑏0 [𝑘] . (10)
The resulting 𝐴󸀠 is an interesting vector because it
presents two different method decoding processes:










As seen in (11), the real part of a DFT applied to 𝐴󸀠 is
proportional to a Dirac pulse delayed by 2𝑁−1.This property
allows an enhanced detection process in spite of MPI.
2.3. Usage in the ZigBee Communication System. The novel
OPDG codes are derived from real orthogonal perfect DFT
sequences. To be more precise, the first OPDG code is
obtained bymaking the sum of the real and imaginary part of
OPDG
1
. The second OPDG code is built using the addition
of the real and imaginary part of OPDG
2
. These novel
codes are real, orthogonal, and perfect. As such, they should
be optimum alternative codes for a ZigBee communication
system, which uses PN codes defined in [9, 10].
An autocorrelation crest factor can be used as a parameter
of autocorrelation efficiency. The autocorrelation crest factor
ACCF is defined as a ratio of the maximum peak 𝐴peak and





When the autocorrelation is perfect, like a Dirac pulse,
the ACCF of a periodic sequence of length 𝐿 is equal to√𝐿.
A comparison between these two codes is as follows.
Figure 1 shows the normalized periodic autocorrelation prop-
erties of the standard ZigBee codes with the code length of
32. The ACCF average is 7.77. Figure 2 shows the normalized












































ZigBee N = 32 (1st)
ZigBee N = 32 (2nd)
Figure 1: Normalized absolute periodic autocorrelation, ZigBee PN












































OPDG N = 32 (1st)
OPDG N = 32 (2nd)
Figure 2: Normalized absolute periodic autocorrelation, OPDG
codes, with resolution of 16 bits.
periodic autocorrelation properties of the OPDG codes with
the length of 32. The ACCF average is 9.48. Furthermore,
by increasing the code length, autocorrelation properties (or
ACCF) increase greatly. Increasing the code length of the
OPDG codes results in a reduction of fluctuation in the
normalized periodic autocorrelation function, as can be seen
in Figure 3. This last ACCF average, 18.62, is much higher.
As it may be observed, the novel OPDG codes have better
correlation properties despite using a simple 16-bit resolution.
2.4. Indoor Positioning System. Building an IPS system that
would enable us to accurately determine the position of an
entity in a closed space, with a lot of MPI, is a difficult
problem in positioning systems.We believe that the use of the
OPDGcodes can greatly enhance the accuracy of low cost IPS
systems that use CDMA.
We propose a system that can use the communication
of FM transmitters and receivers with OPDG codes to
determine the indoor location of a device. The computing
device we use to receive and process the codes is a small, low-
powered single-board computer Raspberry Pi [10]. A second













































OPDG N = 128 (1st)
OPDG N = 128 (2nd)
Figure 3: Normalized absolute periodic autocorrelation, OPDG
codes with the code length of 128, with a resolution of 16 bits.
Our system is depicted by Figure 4, where each pair
transmits its code in TDM. Inside the indoor scenario, FM
transmitters are placed in optimum positions to cover the
room with as much signal as possible. The Raspberry Pi is
mounted on an object that allows its location discovery. As
the different FM transmitters emit different OPDG codes,
Raspberry Pi uses those codes to approximate the distance







Equation (14) was derived from the distance estimation
equation introduced in [2] and represents the distance
between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. 𝑃
0𝑖
denotes the power in dB at the
distance𝑑
0
,𝛽 is a path-loss exponent that is usually between 2
and 6 [11], ACCF is the autocorrelation crest factor, and 𝐴 rms
is the root mean square of the autocorrelation function.
2.5. UseCase Scenario. Wehave implemented an IPS scenario
using a pair of FM transmitters. Each emitter was broadcast-









]}. Both FM emit-
ters transmitted 128-length OPDG codes with a total-length
of 128 × 4 chips, at 106.9MHz (mono), with a sample
rate of 8000 samples/sec and a hardware resolution of 16
bits. The broadcast was continuous during 30 seconds. FM
transmitters were located 7m away from each other.
Figure 5 shows two theoretical ratios of ACCF values of a
pair of OPDG codes. Using this ratio, we can approximate a
linear function for the displacement estimation and reduce
the error of the IPS. The theoretical worst case ratio of
Figure 5was calculated using all phases of the two FM signals.
On the other hand, the theoretical best case ratio was
achieved considering 2 constructive multipath interferences.
These interferences were created by placing a RF (Radio
Frequency) reflector 35 cm behind each emitter. Using this
scenario, a stationary wave average has less fluctuation and
represents the best theoretical case.
This theoretical model shows the possibility of finding a
linear function based on the interval around −1.75m and 3m.












































Figure 5: Theoretical ACCF1/ACCF2 ratios.
3. Results and Discussion
We have implemented the first stage of our low cost IPS
testbed and in this section we will present some results.
Normalized autocorrelation functions and ACCF parameters
are presented in Figures 6 and 7.
Figures 6 and 7 show the correlation between the received
and reference codes within the Raspberry FM receiver.When
compared to the ZigBee codes, OPDG codes with the length
of 32 can reveal an ACCF 40% higher and therefore sub-
stantially better. Figure 8 shows the correlation of 128-length
OPDG codes. Peaks are distinguishable and the fluctuation
is significantly lower. Its better autocorrelation properties
enable better approximation of the crest factor using (13).
Our IPS measurements of the ACCF are shown in
Figure 9. OPDG codes with the same code length as ZigBee



























































ZigBee L = 32 (1st)
ZigBee L = 32 (2nd)



























































OPDG L = 32 (1st)
OPDG L = 32 (2nd)
Figure 7: Normalized autocorrelation of OPDG codes, 32-length.



























































OPDG L = 128 (1st)
OPDG L = 128 (2nd)
Figure 8: Normalized periodic autocorrelation of OPDG codes,
128-length.
ZigBee L = 32 (1st) ZigBee L = 32 (2nd)
OPDG L = 32 (1st) OPDG L = 32 (2nd)
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Time (s)
Figure 9: ACCF measurements of different codes.
code length of the OPDG codes to 128 highly improves the
ACCF to an average of 7.1. These measurements were made
during 30 seconds.










]} has been used. The first FM emitter of





located at −3.5 meters of the central point zero. The second





]}, was located at +3.5 meters. Both emitters were
in LOS, with some walls around them, creating a real indoor
environment with some MPI.
We have tested the theoretical model of the ACCF ratios
in a real scenario and have come to the following results. By
emitting 2 pairs of 128-length OPDG codes, a decreasing line
trend from one FM emitter to the other is visible, as can be
seen in Figure 10. Two linear equations are also shown in the
figure, along with reliability 𝑅.
Reliability can be further increased by calculating the
average of the functions in Figure 10, as seen in Figure 11.
With two pairs of FM OPDG emitters, we obtain an



















y = −0.0656x + 1.9219
R2 = 0.1876

















Figure 10: ACCF ratios of 2 pairs of OPDG codes with FM modu-
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Figure 11: The average of 2 ACCF ratios of 2 pairs of 128-length
OPDG codes with FM modulation at a distance of 7m.
2 meters. However, it is possible to predict a lower error if
more pairs of emitters can be used around the FM receiver.
The correct emitter locations are an open issue that should be
solved shortly.
4. Positioning the Sensors Using
Genetic Algorithms
The indoor location, as seen in the previous section, is
estimated using the received signal strength (RSS) of multiple
emitters. The placement of these emitters can have a large
influence on the location estimation error of the receiver
sensor. In this section, we will show ametaheuristic approach
to this signal emitter placement problem, namely, using
genetic algorithms.
4.1. Positioning of the Sensors. Theemitter placement presents
two different problems to solve: how many emitters are
needed to cover an area (such as a building or a room) and
International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 7
x +
Figure 12: Low precision of the location estimation when the signal
sources are too near to each other. The estimation is approximately
1m away from the true location of the receiver.
where to place them so that their signal is best used. The
first problem is a standard coverage problem and can be
stated as follows: given a site plant, including all possible
emitter locations, howmany emitters are needed so that every
position in that location receives 𝑛 different signals? This is a
minimization problem where the variable to minimize is the
number of required emitters.
The second problem is more complex. When a receiver
detects 𝑛 signals it will start the triangulation calculations
to estimate its location. However, the resulting precision of
that estimation will vary greatly with the source of those
signals. Figures 12 and 13 exemplify this problem. These
figures represent a simple 4m × 4m square room with
3 emitters (represented by triangles in the figures) and 1
receiver (represented by an x). The plus sign (symbol +)
represents the location estimation of the receiver considering
the RSS of the emitters. The 3 emitted signals cover all the
room, so the signal coverage is the same for both figures. In
Figure 1, the emitters are close to each other, which makes
having 3 signals almost as good as having only 1, resulting in
a large location estimation error (above 1 meter). Dispersing
the location of the emitters, as shown in Figure 13, results
in better conditions to estimate the receiver location. In this
example, the theoretical location estimation error is reduced
from around 1 meter in Figure 12 to a mere 4 cm in Figure 13.
Taking this into account, the second problem consists in
finding the best location of 𝑛 signal emitters so that the
location estimation error of a receiver is minimized for all
possible receiver locations.
Both of the previously described problems can be seen
as combinatorial optimization problems. The number of
possible combinations is, however, extremely large andwould
take too long for a computer to calculate and evaluate
all of the possible combinations. Since the finding of the
optimal solution is very hard, in these classes of problems,
one generally accepts a near optimal solution. Metaheuristic
algorithms deliver this near optimal solution and have been
successfully applied to combinatorial optimization problems.
One such algorithm is the genetic algorithm.
4.2. Genetic Algorithms. A genetic algorithm (GA) is a
population based metaheuristic search algorithm [12, 13]. Its
x+
Figure 13: High precision of the location estimation when the
emitters are scattered around the target location. In here, the































n = n + 1
end while
return the best found solution
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of a genetic algorithm.
basic operation is depicted in Algorithm 1. A GA starts by
creating an initial population 𝑃
0
and evaluating it. Then,
a new population 𝑃󸀠
0
is created by selecting parents from
the original population 𝑃
0
and applying several different
operators to them. These operators are usually crossover
and mutation operators. The execution of the GA proceeds
to the evaluation of 𝑃󸀠
0





replacing the previous generation of the population (𝑃
0
)
with a new population generation (𝑃
1
). Since the population
size is usually immutable during the algorithm execution,
this combination is basically a selection of a few members
from the old population 𝑃
0
with the remaining slots being
filled with elements of the new population 𝑃󸀠
0
. Selection,
modification, evaluation, and replacement operations repeat
for many generations until a stopping condition is reached.
With GA being a metaheuristic algorithm, all these
operations must be tuned to the problem it will solve. The
adaptations that need to be made consist in the definition
of the solution representation for the GA, the evaluation
and scoring of a solution (also called the fitness calculation),
the initial population creation method, the mutation and
crossover operators, the parent selection, and the population
replacement method.
4.3. SolutionRepresentation. In both emitter placement prob-
lems, a solution consists simply in the location of a set of
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Figure 14: Possible signal emitter locations near a wall. Light gray
triangles are the possible locations for the placement of signal
emitters, while the dark triangle is a placed signal emitter.
signal emitters. These locations are chosen from a larger set
of all possible locations. Visually, this set can be represented
as in Figure 14, which shows a small part of a site plant.
In this figure, 12 possible locations for signal emitters are
presented, with a signal emitter being placed in the 6th
location (from left to right). A solution like the one presented
can be encoded in a binary string of length 𝑛, where 𝑛 is
the number of possible emitter locations. In this bit string, 0
indicates an unused possible location while 1 indicates a used
location. The solution in Figure 14 would then be encoded as
“000001000000.”
Encoding a solution as a string of bits presents a few
advantages: they are easy to encode and decode, they do
not require large amounts of memory, and they have a fixed
size, independently of the number of signal emitters placed.
This encoding also facilitates the mutation and crossover
operations. Also, this encoding makes it easy to calculate
the number of possible emitter placement combinations:
2
𝑛 different combinations. This exponential growth of the
number of combinations is what makes it impossible to find
the optimal solution using classic search techniques, such as
brute-force searching.
4.4. Solution Fitness Calculation for the Coverage Problem.
The evaluation of a solution regarding the coverage problem
is based on a few input parameters: the area and shape to
cover, the minimum signal strength detected by a receiver,
the power of the signal emitter, and the properties of the
transmission media. We define the area and shape as a set
of rectangular areas. While this does not allow all possible
shapes (circular shapes are impossible with this setup), it does
allow a good approximation of them while simplifying the
calculations.
For the calculation of the area covered by a single signal


































are the location of the emitter and the signal power
measurement location, respectively, and 𝜂
𝑖𝑗
is a zero mean





constant value of zero in our calculation of the signal emitter’s
coverage.We also reduce the signal powerwhenever it crosses
a wall by 2 dB per 15 cm of wall. We considered all walls to be
brick walls and this value was found experimentally.
Figure 15: An irregular shaped area approximated by 3 rectangular
areas.
Figure 16: Graphical representation of the coverage of 2 signal
emitters. Small dots indicate that no signal reaches it; larger dots
indicate that the area is covered by at least one signal (larger dots
mean more signal coverage).
Figure 16 shows a graphical representation of the coverage
of 2 signal emitters. In this figure, it is easy to see the effects of
walls in the signal power, aswell as the overlap of two different
signals. After determining the area covered by each and every
signal emitter, we calculate the average number of signals in
every location in the area (each location is represented by a
dot in Figures 15 and 16), as well as the minimum coverage
and the standard deviation. The fitness value can then be
calculated by
𝑓 = map (avg, curve) + stddev +max (ideal −min, 0) ,
(16)
where avg is the average number of signals at every location,
curve is the fitness curve shown in Figure 17, map(𝑎, 𝑏) is a
function that maps the value 𝑎 to the corresponding value in
the curve 𝑏, stddev is the standard deviation of the coverage,
max(𝑎, 𝑏) is the mathematical maximum between 𝑎 and 𝑏,
ideal is the ideal coverage, and min is the minimum coverage







Average number of signals per location
Desired coverage
Figure 17: Fitness curve for the average of the coverage. The hori-
zontal axis is the average number of signals in each location, while
the vertical axis is the fitness value.
found at all possible locations. The fitness curve shown in
Figure 17 allows the guidance of the genetic algorithm by
having a clear preference for more signals than ideal over less
signals than ideal. Also, the stddev and the max(ideal −min)
are penalties applied to the fitness.The first one will guide the
GA to solutionswhere there is no deviation (all locations have
exactly the same number of signals covering the location),
while the second one heavily penalizes the solution if there
are still locations where the ideal number of signals is not
reached.
4.5. Solution Fitness Calculation for the Error Minimization
Problem. When considering theminimization of the location
estimation error, a different evaluation of possible solutions
must be used. Firstly, let us define how the location is
estimated. Given a received signal strength 𝑠 sent from a
specific emitter 𝑖, according to (15), the distance 𝑑 of the







is the power measured at 𝑑
0
from emitter 𝑖, 𝜂 is
a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance 𝜎2
𝑖𝑗
,
and 𝑑 is the distance of the receiver to the emitter 𝑖, given
a signal strength of 𝑠. Since this distance 𝑑 depends on the
unknown value of 𝜂 and the signal strength read by the
receiver may contain oscillations, one can assume that the
receiver is located somewhere in an area defined by an inner
circle of radius 𝑑 − 𝜀 and an outer circle of radius 𝑑 + 𝜀,
both centered around the emitter, with 𝜀 being a configurable
reading precision error. If another signal is read by the
receiver, then the receiver location can be restricted to the
intersection of the calculated circular areas of both emitters.
As the number of signals increases, the intersected area
decreases. After all the intersections are made, the estimated
location is calculated to be the geometrical center of the
resulting area. Figure 18 illustrates this process by showing the
inner and outer circles of two received signals, as well as their
intersection and estimation of the receiver’s location. After
estimating the location, its error can be easily calculated as the
Euclidean distance between the receiver’s real location and
the receiver’s estimated location. For calculus simplification,
we discretize the space into square cells and consider only
x
+
Figure 18: Estimation of the location (+) of a receiver (x) using the
signal strength of 2 different emitters.
1 10 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 0
Figure 19: Example of a gene value flip. On top is the original solu-
tion; on bottom is the mutated solution.
the center of each cell. This discretization can also be seen in
Figure 18, with each dot corresponding to the center of each
cell.
With the estimated location error calculated for each cell,
the solution fitness is simply the average of all the errors. Since
the error is a Euclidean distance, there will be no negative
errors, so an ideal solution would have a fitness of 0, meaning
no error at all in any location.
4.6. Mutation Operators. As described in Algorithm 1, the
new generation of a population is obtained by applying dif-
ferent operators to selected parents of the current generation.
One of those operators is the mutation operator.
During the mutation, each gene can, according to a given
probability, maintain its value, flip it, or swap it with another
gene. Figure 19 shows an example of a gene’s value flip, with
the third gene flipping its value from 1 to 0. A gene flip will
either increase or decrease the solution’s number of emitters.
Figure 20 shows an example of a gene swap, where the first
gene is swapped with the third gene. A gene swap always
maintains the number of emitters but changes their location.
The gene swaps always occur between a gene with value 1
and a gene with value 0. This condition guarantees that no
unnecessary work is done by the genetic algorithm in the
reevaluation of an identical solution.
In the coverage problem, the number of emitters varies
and must be able to grow or shrink as necessary; thus we
use the bit flip mutation. In the error minimization problem,
however, the number of emitters is fixed, so the gene swap
mutation is applied.
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1 10 0 0 0
0 11 0 0 0
Figure 20: Example of a gene swap. On top is the original solution;
on bottom is the mutated solution.
01 10 0 0
10 00 1 0
00 00 1 0
11 10 0 0
Crossover point
Figure 21: One-point crossover. On the left are the parent solutions
while on the right are the offspring generated by crossing over the
parents.
4.7. Crossover Operators. A crossover operator is responsible
for recombining the chromosomes of parent solutions into
offspring solutions. This process will hopefully combine the
best parts of the parents into fitter offspring for the problem.
As with the mutation operators, we must consider
crossover operators that may change the number of emitters
for the coverage problem and operators that do not change
the number of emitters for the error minimization problem.
We use a one-point crossover operator in the coverage
problem.This operator will randomly select one point on two
different parent solutions, split them at that point, and then
recombine them into two other offspring solutions. Since
the point of crossover is selected blindly, the crossover may
increase or decrease the number of emitters in the solution.
Figure 21 exemplifies a one-point recombination where the
top offspring has less emitters and the bottom offspring has
more emitters than the parent solutions.
For the error minimization problem, the number of
emitters is constant, so a different approach has to be used
for the crossover. For this problem, the crossover creates
offspring solutions where each emitter is placed from a
location of one of the parents. This maintains the number
of emitters, while still hopefully using the best parts of
each parent solution. Figure 22 shows an example of the
application of this crossover to solutions with 2 emitters.
In both problems we select the parents to crossover
using a binary tournament selection. In a binary tournament
selection two solutions are randomly selected from the
population and the best of them (according to their fitness
value) is chosen as a parent for the crossover. Doing the
selection twice, we get both parents needed for a crossover.
5. Experiments and Results
To evaluate the proposed genetic algorithms, we created
two different test scenarios. The first test scenario is a
long L-shaped corridor of 15m by 10m, 3m wide. In this
scenario, the emitters can be placed near the walls with a
01 10 0 0
10 00 1 0
00 10 1 0
11 00 0 0
Figure 22: Error minimization problem crossover. This crossover
maintains the number of ones in the offspring by selecting ones from
any of the parents.
Figure 23: Test scenario 1: an L-shaped corridor.
Figure 24: Test scenario 2: the TI office at Polytechnic Institute of
Leiria.
25 cm minimum distance between them. Figure 23 shows
a map of this corridor along with all the possible emitter
locations. The second test scenario is based on the plant of
the Telecommunications Institute office at the Polytechnic
Institute of Leiria and, as such, represents a real building. In
this last scenario we allow the emitters to be near the walls
with a 25 cm minimum distance between them as in the last
scenario, but we also allow them to be in the ceiling through
the middle of each room. Figure 24 shows the map used in
this scenario.
We used the genetic algorithms we described for both
placement problems and for the two test scenarios. The
parameters we used for the genetic algorithm in each problem
are detailed in Table 1. The values of these parameters were
chosen using some well-known values and fine-tuned while
experimenting [14]. The large population size was chosen
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Table 1: Parameters used in the genetic algorithms.
Parameter Coverage Errorminimization
Population size 100 100
Stopping criteria 20000 evaluations 20000 evaluations
Selection operator Binary tournament Binary tournament







Crossover operator One-point crossover Random emittersfrom parents
Crossover
probability 0.5 0.5
to have some diversity in the population and it proved to
be enough according to our results. We found the stopping
criteria of 20000 evaluations to be sufficient to converge the
results, as shown by Figure 27.The selection operator (binary
tournament) puts pressure on the convergence, while not
falling into premature convergence in our experiments, thus
being employed.Mutation and crossover operators used were
the ones explained in previous sections and were specifically
tailored to this problem.Themutation probability was chosen
so that, on average, only one bit is mutated per individual,
thus not making large changes to each individual. Further
studies are required to determine if and how these parameters
can be improved. We believe that the convergence speed may
be improved, although the rest of the results are technology-
dependent. Also, we have discretized the space for the mea-
surements into 50 cm by 50 cm cells. Each measurement was
simulated in the center of each cell. Because of the stochastic
nature of the genetic algorithm, we ran each experiment 50
times to get statistically valid results.
Regarding the coverage problem, the experiment con-
sisted in trying to find the minimum number of emitters to
get coverage of 16 signals in each cell. In the first scenario, the
GA converged to an ideal solution in every execution after
around 12000 solution evaluations. Figure 25 shows the best,
worst, and average solution fitness of the 50 runs.
In the minimization of the location estimation error, we
instructed the algorithm to place 16 emitters. Figure 26 shows
how the average estimation error improved as more solutions
were tried by the genetic algorithm.The figure shows that, on
average, the location estimation improves in an order of 20%.
For the location estimation we set a power reading error of
±5 dB and even with this large error, the algorithm placed the
emitters to reduce the estimation error to an average of 15 cm
and a maximum estimation error of 43 cm.
In the second scenario, the results are about the same.
Figure 27 shows that, again, the GA finds optimum solutions
in the coverage problem, although it took more evaluations
(and thus more generations) to reach those solutions.
Even though the optimum solution for the minimization
of the estimation error with 16 emitters is unknown to us, the
GA still shows that it will find good solutions. Figure 28 shows

























































Figure 25: Convergence of the coverage problem genetic algorithm
















































































































Figure 27: Convergence of the coverage problem genetic algorithm
in the second test scenario.























































Figure 28: Fitness of the solutions found during the minimization
of the estimation error for the second test scenario.
Although the genetic algorithms appear to give good
results, they can be further improved. One such improvement
is to join both of the search objectives into a single algorithm,
creating a multiobjective algorithm. Such an algorithm will
show how the number of emitters affects the precision of
the location estimation and also if and when the law of
diminishing returns affects that precision.
6. Conclusions
By creating a testbed for a new low cost Indoor Positioning
System based on distributed sensor networks, we have to
come to encouraging results.
We have shown that the OPDG codes, used in a TDM-
CDMAnetworkwith a FMmodulation, provide better results
in an IPS scenario than the ZigBee system, due to its natural
immunity to multipath interference.
The new approach with the autocorrelation crest factor
shows a way to find a linear function of the distance between
the FM receiver and a pair of transmitters, which lowers the
error of the IPS. Likewise, the introduction of the genetic
algorithm to find the optimum FM transmitter positioning
helps in lowering the error and the cost of the IPS.
Results shown in this paper suggest that our IPS system
can be further developed to prove itself a viable alternative to
existing solutions based on other distributed sensor network
technologies.
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